Committee on Committees (CoC)
Minutes
February 18, 2020 3:00 PM

Presiding: Christina Tschida

Members present: Christina Tschida, Melinda Doty, Donna Roberson, Roger Russell, Anne Ticknor, Gregory Lapicki

Ex-officio members present: Jeff Popke, John Stiller

Members absent: Tracy Carpenter-Aeby

Guests: Rachel Baker

Recording: Donna Roberson

Approval of January 14 and February 11, 2020 tabled

Agenda item: Selection of nominees from volunteers for senate committees
Discussion: List of volunteers compiled by Rachel Baker along with rules, guidelines for balance and diverse representation. Group moved through Research and creative activities. See below for list
Action: Process continues

The next CoC meeting is scheduled for March 17, 2020 at 3 pm. We will meet in the Lori Lee Conference Room, 142 Rawl Annex

RG: Cynthia Grace-McCaskey (2023), Ariane Peralta (2023), Amanda Haberstroh (2023), Mikkala Overstreet (2023), Sambuddha Banerjee (2022), Kimberly Anderson (2022), Trang Tran (2022)
SL: Oghale Asagbra (2023), Abby Schwartz (2023), Jill Twarck (2023)
SA: Steve Cerutti (2023), Bethany McKissick (2023)
SS: Heather Kindl (2023), Jonathan Dembo (2023), Wendy Whisner (2023)
TG: Ranjeet Agarwala (2023), Jakob Jensen (2023), Heather Muise (2023)
CU: Susanne Raedeke (2023), Elena Murenina (2023), Colleen Janeiro (2022), Sarah McCarthy (2022)
UC: Bryan Conger (2023), Donna Roberson (2023), William Gee (2023)?
UA: Thompson Forbes (2023), Mark Sanders (2023)
UB: Karla Page Varnell (2023), Lida Cope (2023)
UE: Kerry Sewell (2023), Akshat Kapoor (2023)
WC: Lisa Ellison (2023), Ann Mannie (2023), Jen-Scott Mobley
CC: Roger Russell (2023), Toyin Babatunde (2023), Christina Tschida (2023)
DP: Tom Shields (2023), Crystal Chambers (2023) Jeni Parker (2023 alternate)
FV: Elaine Cabinum-Foeller (2023), John Dixon (2023), Steve Cerruti (2023), Jan Mayo (2023)
GB: Louis Warren (2023), Virginia Stage (2023), Kelley Reinsmith-Jones (2023 alt), Michele Stacy (2023 alt), Ralph Scott (2023 alt)
R: David Collier (2023), Anne Ticknor (2023), Donna Roberson (2023 alternate), Jo Anne Balanay (2023 alternate)
GC: Melissa Cox (2023), Matthew Fish (2023), Christopher Furner (2022)
CR: Megan Inman (2021)
GA: Baohong Zhang (2021), Michelle Oyen (2021)
HD: Marina Alexander (2023)
HC: Elizabeth Hodge (2023)
IT: Ray Hylock (2023)
PT: Samantha Mosier (2023)
PC: Jinling Huang (2021), Michael Catalano (2021), Brandon Stilley (2021), Sowmya Nagaraj (2021)
BE: Jennifer Bowler (2023)
AI: Young Joo Kim (2023), Susanne Jones (2023), Miranda Williams (2023), Gina Firnhaber (2023), Rachel Gittman (2022 *finish Zugelder’s term)
US: Mark McCarthy (2023), Sviatoslav Archava (2023), Gregory Lipicki (2023), Heather Panczykowski (2023)
Badging: Elizabeth Hodge, Melinda Doty